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Chaoyang School prides itself in its myriad of co-curricular activities (CCA). CCAs are
broadly categorised into Visual Arts, Performing Arts and Sports which provides an
opportunity for every child to discover new talents and explore different skill sets.
These include social, motor and cognitive skills. Let's take a sneak peek into what our
students do and learn during CCA!

Primary 1 & 2
The Primary 1s and 2s are involved in
the Speech & Drama and Music &
Movement CCA. These CCAs expose
students to different physical
movements and vocalizations to
build their confidence, teamwork and
expression.

Speech & Drama

Music & Movement

Primary 3
Performing Arts CCAs include Ensemble and
Choir. Students in Ensemble can experiment
with different musical instruments such as
Chinese drum and handbells. Both CCAs hone
students' rhythmic and listening skills, as well
as develop their stage confidence.

Ensemble

Choir

For In-Line Skating, it allows students to be
exposed to dynamic exercises, strengthening
their bilateral and muscle coordination.
Creative Lego also provides a platform for
students to unleash their creativity to create
practical tools, training fine motor skills and
resilience.

In-Line Skating

Creative Lego

In Angklung, students learn how to play the
traditional Indonesian instrument which exposes them
to cultural music. They also learn the importance of
teamwork to produce a harmonious piece.

Primary 4
Angklung

Swimming is a fun Sports CCA which hones students'
strength, endurance and flexibility. This develops their
physique and gross motor skills.
Hobbycraft is introduced to students from P2 to P6
where they can create products from recycled
materials, which aligns with the school's 'Go Green'
initiative.

Swimming
Hobbycraft

Primary 5

Soccer

For Sports CCAs, there is Cycling and Soccer. In
Soccer, students learn skills like dribbling and
ball control while in Cycling, they learn how to
mount, balance and control the bike.

Cycling

Students in Baking get to prepare confectionery
made available for sale during lessons in our inhouse Sunrise Cafe.
In Batik, students learn how to tone, mix, match
and paint beautiful batik designs.

Baking

Batik

Indian Dance

Harmonica

Under Performing Arts, students in Indian Dance
are exposed to Indian culture and traditional
dance forms. In Harmonica, students develop
their fine motor skills and breathing techniques
to produce melodious music.

Primary 6
Under Sports, there is Floorball and Badminton. These
are fast-paced indoor sports where students gain
kinetic strength, cardiovascular and muscle endurance
to boost mobility. They also develop flexibility and
agility with the continuous movements.
Students also participate in Performing Arts CCAs such
as Ukelele and Hip Hop Dance. Ukelele is a new CCA
which introduces a new musical instrument for
students to learn. It helps develop their sensitivity to
sound and rhythm. As for Hip Hop, also known as "The
Groovyz", students gain body and spatial awareness
while developing their gross motor skills through fun
upbeat songs.
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